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LECTURER PAST PAPER 
COMMERCE HELD ON 29-07-2017 
1. identify the Spelling of word a) Affidavit b) Affidevit c) 
Affidaviat............(affidavit) 
2. A O Hume the founder of congress was a............. (civil 
servant) 
3. the red line under a word show which error...........(spelling) 
4. Asmara is the capital of .............(eritera) 



5. Highest Barrier Reef is in which country.........(Australia) 
6. SAARC had ....... members ..............(8) 
7. Antonyms of word Latent................(obvious) 
8. Synonyms of word successive....(consecutive) 
9. pollination through birds is called ..........(ornithophily) 
10. wood is the basic raw material for ..........(paper) 
11. Robbin Williams who commit suicide was 
a....................(comedian actor) 
12. among the following which one is not a non for profit 
organization 
13. formula for calculation of net profit is.. 
14. Aj mary kal...... (dosra) 
15. ab k tajdeed e wafa ka nahi imkan jaana kis ka shair ha 
...........(Ahmed faraz) 
16. complete the series............. ( 34) 
17. if 500 kg meat can feed 20 lions ......(4) 
18. which UNO agency had all the member......[General 
Assembly] 
19. Khawaja nazim uddin was dimissed 
by................(g.muhammad) 
20. book "Brief history of time" .............. (Stephen hawking) 
21. There is no place like.........................(Home) 
22.6th schedule of income tax ordinance also contains.... 
23. tax Applate tribunal is appointed by.... (FBR) 
24. which among the following is the function of internal 
check.... 



25. Due to increased inflation what would be the result on 
exchange rate.. 
26. Instead of fixed exchange rate flexible rate of interest is 
favorable because firms can...... 
27. which one is associated with internal audit 
28. a profit maximizing firm produce until..... 
29. Keynesian model....... 
30. which activity increase the share price in stock market... 
31. characteristics of partnership (answer was unlimited 
liability) 
32. in organization limited by liability management control 
remains with the  
33. one was related to succession plan 
34. one is related to inelastic demand... 
35. one was about control unit..... 
36. Entry for material returned to store..... 
37. which one is not direct labour cost 
38. land is not depreciable asset because... 
39.among the following which is not a salary income... 
40. net profit is calculated with respect to ( answer was sales) 
41. long term investment......debentures 

 
43. In economics, major problem is.....unlimited human wants 
44. Monopoly is unfavorable because..... 
45. Periodic reduction in value of intangible 



assets....amortization 
 

PAKISTAN STUDIES PPSC  
LECTURSHIP PAPER 
  

 
1. highest peak Himalayas- naga parbat 
2. faiz ahmed faiz Rawalpindi conspiracy case 
3. Chinese province adjoined to Pakistan (xingyang) 
4. which country is not the member of saarc (burma) 
5. cristofer lee as jinnah in jinnah movie 
6. in Bandung conference 1955 which PM Pakistan was present 
( ch m. ali) 
7. sues canal Egypt crisis Hussain s seharwardy helped 
8. 1954 election in east Pakistan awami league lost majority 
seats 
9. hussan e koza gar nazm n.m rashid 
10. antonyms of commodious is cramped 
11. synonym of proscribed??? 
12. not official language of u.n.o german 
13. current secretary general of un Antonio gutters 
14. steel an alloy of carbon and iron 
15. india occupied in siachen in zia era 1984 
16. warsak tunnel dir with chitral 
17. 1965 war Indian pm was lal bahadur shashri 
18. headquarters of international court of justice is in hauge 
19. operation zarb e azb fully launched in 2014 
20. study of spiders called archeology 



21. bill clinton and nawaz met to discuss kargil issue in 
Washington 
22. vajpaye nawaz met in Lahore 1999 
23. tabyan ul kalaam sir sayeed described similarities among 
hindu, Christian, and Muslims 
24. bahawalpur state joined Pakistan in 1955 
25. Hyderabad occupied by india 11 sep 1948 
26. warsak dam built on kabul river5 who translated resolution 
in urdu 

 

LECTURER COMPUTER SCIENCE 
PAST PAPER MCQs 

1.  
(a) A portion of the hard disk considered as RAM 
(b) Extended memory on the secondary storage that is used 
whenever physical memory is full 
(c) The abstraction of separating logical memory--memory as 
seen by the process--from physical 
memory--memory as seen by the processor 
(d) It is the page file in Windows folder  
(e) None of these 
 

 
(a) Instruction register (b) Flags register (c) Segment register 
(d) None of these 
3. Consider the following page reference string: 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 1, 



5, 6, 2, 1, 2, 3, 7, 6, 3, 2, 1 Assuming there 
are 4 page frames available and that all frames are initially 
empty, what is the total number of page 
faults that would occur for the page reference string above if the 
least-recently-used (LRU) replacement 
policy is used? 
(a) 6 (b) 9 (c) 10 (d) 11 (e) None of these 

 
(a) Rectify deadlock (b) Detect deadlock (c) Prevent deadlock 
(d) Avoid deadlock (e) None of these 
5. The necessary conditions needed before deadlock can occur 
are ______. 
(a) No Mutual Exclusion, Hold and wait, Preemption, Circular 
Wait 
(b) Mutual Exclusion, No Hold and wait, Preemption, Circular 
Wait 
(c) Mutual Exclusion, Hold and wait, No Preemption, Circular 
Wait 
(d) Mutual Exclusion, Hold and wait, Preemption, No Circular 
Wait (e) None of these 
6. Difference between data link layer and transport layer error 
detection is that: 
(a) Data link detects transmission errors while transport layer 
detects segmentation faults 
(b) Data link detects node to node errors while transport layer 
detects end to end errors 
(c) Data link detects end to end errors while transport layer 
detects node to node errors 
(d) Data link detects segmentation errors while transport layer 



detects bit error (e) None of these 
7. Phase shift keying (PSK.) method is used to modulate digital 
signals at 9600 bps using 16 levels. The 
line signals speed (i.e. modulation rate) will be: 
(a) 1200 bands (b) 2400 bands (c) 4800 bands (d) 9600 bands 
(e) None of these 
8. Exception handling is a powerful technique that separates 
error-handling code from ______ code. 
(a) Buggy (b) Faulty (c) Normal (d) Exceptional (e) None of 
these 
9. When a subroutine is called, the address of the instruction 
following the CALL instructions stored in/on 
the: 
(a) Stack pointer (b) Accumulator (c) Program counter (d) Stack 
(e) None of these 

follows: 
(a) Traverse left subtree, visit the root, traverse right subtree 
(b) Traverse right subtree, visit the root, traverse left subtree 
(c) Visit the root, traverse left subtree, traverse right subtree 
(d) Traverse left subtree, traverse right subtree , visit the root (e) 
None of the 
11. What value will return to the operating system upon the 
successful completion of a program? 
(a) -1 (b) 1 (c) 0 (d) None of these 
The advantages of creating a prototype are: 
(a) It allows developers to experiment with number of different 
design options 
(b) It can serve as means of communication between developers 



and customers 
(c) It is better than water fall model 
(d) Both (a) and (b) (e) None of these 
14. Choose the correct statement. 
(a) Testing can show the presence of bugs but never their 
absence 
(b) Testing can always find all the bugs 
(c) Testing can always be exhaustive 
(d) If we test enough then we can find all of the bugs (e) None 
of these 
15. Which of the following operations need the participating 
relations to be union compatible? 
(a) UNION (b) INTERSECTION (c) DIFFERENCE (d) All of 
these (e) None of these 
16. The language used in application programs to request data 
from the DBMS is referred to as the: 
(a) DML (b) DDL (c) VDL (d) SDL (e) None of these 
17. What is the correct XHTML for a paragraph? 
(a) <P></p> (b) <P></P> (c) <p></p> (d) </p><p> (e) None of 
these 
18. Which of the following HTML form method is suitable 
when you need to send larger form 
submissions? 
(a) Get (b) Post (c) Both Get and Post (d) Ajax (e) None of 
these 
19. (2,4) is a point on a circle that has center at the origin. 
Which of the following points are also on circle? 
(a) (2,-4) (b) (-2,4) (c) (4,-2) (d) All of above (e) None of these 
20. In Bresenham's algorithm, while generating a circle , it is 



easy to generate? 
(a) One octant first and other by successive reflection 
(b) One octant first and other by successive rotation 
(c) One octant first and other by successive translation 
(d) All octants (e) None of these 
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1. shah walliullah ka asal naam kya tha? Quttab din 
2. Damishq kab fatah hova? KHALIFA ABUBAKAR R.A KI 
KHILAFAT ME 
3. Ikhwanul muslimeen ka taluq kis mulk sy tha? TURKEY  
4. Mukhasmah k laghvi maani? RAAZI 

 name? SAYYAD 
QUTAB 
6. Ayat e muharba kis surat me hain? SURA AL MAAIDA 
7. Tarteeb e toqeefi k lehaz sy SURAT AL SAF kis number pe 
hai? 61 
8. Konsy khalifa ny apna mahana rozeena wapas baitul maal me 
jma krvaya tha? HAZRAT USMAAN R.A 
9. Sahabi hazrat zaid bin harisa ka naam kis surat me hai? 
SURA AL AHZAAB 
10. Hazrat Nooh a.s ka naam Quraan me kitni baar aya hai? 43 
11. UMAT ki jama kya hai? UMAM 
12. Total nasb muzarya kitny hain? 2 
13. Khana Kaba k samnay Mualqaat k sath konsi surat awezan 



(hang) ki gai thi? SURA KAUTHAR 
14. Hazrat Abubakar konsi surat k nazool pr ro pary thy k ab 
Haztat Muhammad s.a.w.w ka wisaal qareeb hai? SURA 
ALNASAR 
15. Hazrat Abu Bakar r.a ki walida ka naam? HATMA 
16. Hazrat Abu Bakar r.a ki Khilafat kis mukaam pr hovi? BNU 
SAQIFA 
17. Imaam Malik kis Shehr me paida hovy? DAMSCUS 
18. Kis imaam ki wafat Jail (prison) me hovi? ABUHANIFA 
19. Jadeed Moashiyat(Economics) k asool kis ny paish kiay? 
KARAL MARKS 
20. Konsy aalim e deen mahir moashiyat (economist) bhi thy? 
QASIM NANATVI 
21. Ye sher(poetry) kis ka hai? LE KULE MAZ DAWA LA 
DAWA LE MARZ E SOO (HR BEEMARI KA ILAAJ HAI 
SIWA BURAI K) FARZDAQ 
22. Arab log kisi ijtamai maslay (common problem) pr kya 
kaha/kiya krt thy? YA SABAHA 
23. Abu alanbiya (father of Prophets) kis prophet ko kaha jata 
hai? HAZRAT ABUBAKA A.S 
24. MOOSA ka kya matlab hai? PAAK 
25. Ayat khatam e nabuwat kis surat me hai? SURAT 
AHZAAB 
26. Ahl e kitaab k zabeehy k bary me kya hukam hai? HALAL 
HAI 
27. Kitab alfida k writer? 
28. Kitaab al makhtoom k writer? 

 
 



31. HUJATULLAH BALIGHA k writer? SHAH 
WALIULLAH 
32. 3rd Crescent war army chief? STEIFEN 
33. Kis mufakir(thinker ) ny kaha k hr cheez ki bunyaad paani 
hai? ARISTOTL 
34. Ilm e hayatiyaat ki kitni main types hain? 2 
35. ISTRLAAT k meaning? WAQT NAPNY KA AALA  
36. Hazrat Khalid bin Waleed ko kis jang me SAIFULLAH ka 
khitaab mila? JANG E MOTAH 
37. Shah waliullah k nazdeek Mansookh ayaat ki tadad? 5 
38. Sahabi Abdullah bin Salam islaam Qbool krny sy pehly kis 
mazhab sy thy? YAHOODI 
39. Surat ALAQ ki pehli kitni ayaat 1st Wahi me nazal hovi? 5 
40. Kitaab alFALASFA writer? 
41. Umvi khilafat ka total era? 90 YEARS  
42. Umar bin Abdul Aziz kab sy kab tk khalifa rhy? 

sy hai? BAB E MUFAAILAH 
44. Surat HADEED ka main topic? INSANIYAT 
45. Hadees e Jibraail A.s ka main topic? IMAANIYAAT 
46. Sahihain refers to? IMAM BUKHARI & IMAM MUSLIM 

 
48. Quraan k hukam k mutabik sazain kya kehlati hain? 
HADOOD 
49. Kisi wazeh hukam ko kya kehty hain? DALEEL ULNUS 

 
51. Hazrat Ismail a.s k baad KHANA KAABA ki tawalliyat 
kisy mili? BNI JARHAM 
52. Riba(sood) ki main types? 2 
53. Ahkaame ashra k mutabi ahkamat kis surat me hain? SURA 



ALMAAIDA 
54. Masaraf e zakat ka zikar kis surat me hai? 
55. Hurmat waly months kitny hain? 4 
56. Suraj chand sitaron sy asmaan ki araish (decoration) ka 
zikar kis surat me hai? SURA WAQEA 
57. Arab me pehli baar (idol) kis ny introduce kiay? AMRO 
BIN HAI 
58. Taalmood kis language ka word hai? IBRAANI 
59. Barani zameen ki zakaat %? 10% 
60. Hadees e Mashoor me ravi ki tadaad? 3 
61. Shadi shuda zaani ki saza? RIJAM 
62. Mohammad bin Qasim ne sindh kb fatah kia? 712AD 
63. Namaz e khasoof kb ada ki jati he? MOON ECLIPS 
64. Ye aqeeda kis ka he ke insaan pedaishi gunahgar he? 
BUDH IZM 
65. Ye falsfa kis ka he ke har burai ki bunyad jinsi khwaish he?  
66. ShAriat ka 4th maakhz? QAYAAS 
67. Hindus ka sab se brra KHUDAA? BRAHMA 
68. Rikaab means? QARZDAAR 
69. Hazrat Ayesha r.a ne kitni ahadees revayat ki? 2210 
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1. Who is the writer of, "Piers Plowman". a) Chaucer b) 
William Langland c) d) 
 
2. Name the poet, who belong to a small group, got fame after 
50 years age?  
 
a) Coleridge b) Keats c) Milton d) Spencer 
 
 
3. The smallest parts of expression associated with some 
meaning are called: 
 
a) Stems b) Morphemes c) Suffixes d) Prefixes 
 
 
4. Who studies a language at one period in time and investigates 
the way people speak 
 
in a given speeh community in a given point in time? 
 
a) Synchronic or descriptive linguistic b) Diachronic or 
historical linguistic 
 
c) Both of these d) None of these 
 
 
5. The set of all possible grammatical sentences in the language 
is:  
 



a) Le language b) language c) Parole d) None of these 
 
 
6. The study of hearing and the perception of speech sounds is 
called: 
 
a) Auditory phonetics b) Acoustic phonetics c) Articulatory 
phonetics d) None of these 
 
 
7. Phoneme, Phone, Allophone are the concepts of:  
 
a) Phonetics b) Phonology c) Anthropology d) Linguistics 
 
 
8. Consonant that is produced with a stricture is called:  
 
a) Plosives or stops b) Articulations c) Allophonic variations d) 
None of these 
 
 
9. Lexical unit in which two or more lexical morphemes are 
juxtaposed is called: 
 
a) idiom b) Compound c) Phrase d) Clause 
 
 
10. Fries classifies utterances units into : 
 



a) Single minimum free utterance b) Single free utterance, not 
minimum but expanded 
 
c) d) All of these 
 
 
11. "A word or set of words followed by a pause and revealing 
an intelligible purpose" is 
 
a) Word b) Clause c) Phrase d) Sentence 
 
 
12. A group of words with its own subject and predicate, if it is 
included in a larger sentence is  
 
called:  
 
a) Clause b) Phrase c) Idiom d) Sentence 
 
 
13. Mood is related to illocutionary force. Moods are: 
 
a) Speaker oriented b) Subject oriented c) Epistemic d) All of 
these 
 
 
14. On linguistic map a line indicating the degree of linguistic 
change is called: 
 



a) Dialect b) Registers c) Isogloss d) Idiolect 
 
 
15. A contract language, a mixture of elements from different 
natural languages is called: 
 
a) Dialect b) Idiolect c) Diglossia d) Pidgin 
 
 
16. When a pidgin becomes a linguafranca, it is called: 
 
a) Dialect b) Idiolect c) Creole d) Diglossia 
 
 
17. Technique used by Skinner is: a) Structuralism b) c) 
Behaviorism d) Cognitive 
 
 
 
18. Consonant produced or formed by closure or near closure of 
the lips is called: 
 
a)nasal b) glottal c)Bilabial  
 
 
19. Name the war Byron proved his rebellion by death by 
opposing Europeans by taking part in the war against Turks and 
supported: 
 



a) Mustafa Kamal b) Greek war c) Persian war d)  
 
 
 
20. Name the poets who composed Lyrical Ballads(1798): 
 
a) Keats and Coleridge b) Keats and Wordsworth 
 
c) Shelley and Coleridge d) Coleridge and Wordsworth 
 
 
 
21. How many sonnets were written by Shakespeare ? 
 
a)152 b) 153 c) 154 d) 155 
 
 
22. Good relations with neighbours are discussed in poem:  
 
a) b) c) d) Mending Wall 
 
 
23. The poems written by Coleridge in state of depression , 
fantasy are: 
 
 
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner and Kubla Khan 
 
24. In 19th century novel with children as characters and stories 



apperaed by? 
 
a) b) George Eliot c) d) Charles Dickens 
 
 
25. Charles Dickens continued the tradition of ______ in his 
novels: 
 
 
a) classics b) neo classics c) Romantics d) pre romantics 
 
26. George Orwell criticises the corruption under the : 
 
a) The Bolsheviks b) c) Lenin d) dostoevsky 
 
 
27. P B Shelley wrote an elegy on the death of Keats : Adonais 
 
 
28. G.B.Shaw was influenced by , middle-class society 
characters,: 
 
a) b) c) Ibsen d) Shakespeare 
 
 
29. A Doll's House by Ibsen deals with : a) Guina b) 
Nora c)Rebecca d) Hedda 
 
30. In Sophocles, chorus cosists of: a) 50 b) 15 c) 12 d) 11 



 
 
31. the use of a word or phrase so as to emphasize or suggest its 
different meanings or the use of words that are alike or nearly 
alike in sound but different in meaning;  
 
a) pun 
 
32. ..... a visual image, used by Oscar Wilde in his works: 
 
a) witticism b) pun c) imagery d) epigram 
 
33. Conceits used by Donne in his poetry: 
 
34. What Philip Sidney attributes to poetry in his The Defence 
of Poesy: 
 
 
35. The depiction of characters and story in novels changed 
from extrnal to internal in: 
a) 17th b) 18th c) 19th d) 20th 
 
 
36. In Ode to a Nightingale:"Where youth grows pale, and 
spectre-thin, and dies;" refers to: 
 
a)George Keats b) Tom Keats c) Fanny d) 
 
 



37. In "Ode on a Grecian Urn" Keats refers Urn as: 
 
a) Thou still unravish'd bride of quietness, b) c) d) 
 
38. Keats was influenced by the philosophy ( or philosopher): 
 
a) b) c) Shakespeare d) Zuno 
 
39. Keats wrote all of his six odes from: a) 1816 to 1819 b) 
1817 c) 1818 d) 1819 
 
40. In The Mill on the Floss, Tom and Maggie represent 
Eliot's:  
 
a) Religion b) Childhood memories c) social norms d) 
 
41. Wordswoth discusses conditions of city life: 
 
a) upon Westminster Bridge b) The Reverie of Poor Susan c) 
"London, 1802" d) 
 
 
42. Language of rustic people and stories of rustic people:  
 
a) Blake b) Wordsworth c) d)  
 
 
43. Post-colonial literature discusses: 
a) new kind of literature in former colonies b) Travelogue c) 



Biography d) Auotobiography 
 
 
44. T.S. Eliot got Nobel Prize in: 1948 
 
45. Name the poem written by Miton, epic and critique,:  
 
a) L'Allegro b) Lycidas c) Paradise Lost d) Paradise Regained 
 
46. The theme of Paradise Lost is : justification of God's ways 
to man 
 
47. The Faerie Queene by Spencer is: Allegory 
 
48. Sylvia Plath was the wife of : Ted Hughes 
 
49. Who said " Tragedy and common man." : Arthur Miller 
 
50. Name of the Wife of Bath in the Prologue: Alice 
 
51. Surrey and Wyatt intoduced in English Poetry:  
 
a) Spenserian sonnet b) Shakespearean sonnet c) Petrarchan 
Sonnet 
 
 
52. Which of following is not a Tragi-comedy: 
a) The Tempest b) The Winter's Tale c) Romeo and Juliet 
 



53. Classical method of grammar learning is: Translation 
Method 
 
54. Oral method of learnning is: a) a defect b) part of a larger 
method or technique 
 
55. Beckett : Theatre of Absurd 
 
56. The plays in which vices and virtues were personified are 
called: Morality plays 
 
57. (name of writer) who continued the tradition of irony of 
whose writer:  
 
a) b) c) Swift d) Voltaire 
 
58. Bacon was granted knighthood under: 
 
a) Henry VIII b) James I c) Elizabeth d) Tudor 
 
 
59. In the poem, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, the dice 
game: 
 
a) life b) death c) Life-in-Death d) Death-in-Life 
 
60. There was a question about "Aunt Jennifer's Tigers by 
Adrienne Rich" needlework: 
 



61. Which of the following is not Feature of Comedy: 
 
a) Plot complications b) excessive Suspense c)humorous 
characters d)  
 
 
62. Time flies: like an arrow 
 
Fill in the blanks: (there were 5 questions, I'm here providing 
answers) 
 
63. between-over ( The misunderstanding between two parties 
over ..............)  
 
64. down-out ( unlike eggs, ................................) 
 
65. of- while ( Fancy happiness of (name) while finding himself 
free.) 
 
66. pros and cons ( Before deciding consider pros and cons 
.......................) 
 
67. veracity ( there was sentence about minister's remarks) 
 
 
 
68. Select correct sentence: 
 
a) You will be surprised to know if I tell you who called me last 



night. 
 
b) You will be surprised to know if I tell you whom called me 
last night. 
 
c) You will be surprised to know if I tell you what called me 
last night. 
 
d) You will be surprised to know if I tell you that who called 
me last night. 
 
 
 
69. A revolutionary thinker who exiled to Eton. a) Byron b) 
Shelley c) d) 
 
 
70. Ahmed Ali earned his livelihood in 1932 as:  
 
a) Novelist b) Short story-writer c) Lecturer d) Ambassador 
 
71.Pronouns, myself,yourself ,yourselves,himself,herself ,itself, 
ourselves,themselves are: 
 
a) Reflexive b) Reciprocal c) Both A and B d) None of these 
 
 
Antonyms:  
 



72. Grotesque : Graceful 
 
73. pull the rug from under: 
 
74. Acumen: 
 
75. Patrician: 
 
76. Zenith: Nadir 
 
 
Synonyms: 
 
77. Paradoxical: Contradictory 
 
78. Close shave: a hair's breadth, by the skin of teeth,a narrow 
escape, all of these  
 
79. Spoken: Verbal , written, aural,  
 
80. Pique: 
 
81. Circumvent: 
 
82. name ahmad ali's work that contains poetry as well as story 
of decline/disintegration of society......changing social climate 
......... 
 
Ans: Twilight in Delhi 



 
83. In Medieval England, ________ was to kill 1.5 million 
people out of an estimated total of 4 million people between 
1348 and 1350. 
 
Ans. the Black Death 
 

 


